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THE COUNCIL’S GUIDE TO MILITARY AFFAIRS 
May 1693AE 

Provost Iain Mansfield (Chairman of Council) 

 

Introduction 

 

The following is intended to be a brief guide to the factors that influence the outcome 

of land battles. It will consider the relative importance of general concepts such as 

numerical superiority, strength of armaments and fortification of cities, and from there 

progress to a consideration of broad “classes” of troop types (such as heavy infantry, 

light cavalry, and so forth). The guide will conclude with a brief description and 

overview of the ten races and their strengths and weaknesses in combat. 

 

It should be clearly understood that this guide is by no means intended to be thorough 

or comprehensive: on the contrary, it will barely scratch at the surface of the 

complexity of land combat. Intelligent rulers and strategists will no doubt have little 

difficulty in developing tactics that are far superior to the broad, sweeping statements 

described here. The reason for the simplicity of the guide is two-fold: firstly, any 

detailed analysis would be far too long; secondly, I myself, with all the wisdom of the 

Council, do not fully understood the complexities of land combat, and cannot always 

predict the victor of a battle with certainty. 

 

This may seem surprising, but further thought will show that nothing else could be 

expected. Firstly, the separation of troops into classes and analysis of the strengths 

and weaknesses of each class (for example, missile units will beat light infantry) is all 

very well in a battle between two legions comprised solely of one class; however, 

how many legions are comprised solely of one type of cohort? Precious few! The 

majority of legions will be a mixture of infantry, cavalry and missile units, of a 

variety of strengths of armour and weaponry: what happens when two legions of this 

nature clash is far more difficult to predict. 

 

The second reason is that, even within a class of troops, units may have very different 

abilities. Take, for example, the case of HHI (armed with broadswords) and DHI 

(slightly tougher and armed with axes), both heavy infantry, and both about as similar 

as two units can be. In a battle against 10T (slow, tough, clumsy and strong), the 

10DHI are far superior to 10HHI. On the other hand, in a battle against 10CJ (fast, 

agile and with only medium armour), the 10HHI will outperform the 10DHI. Finally, 

in a battle between 10DHI and 10HHI, the DHI will be victorious, despite costing 10 

crowns less per cohort. 

 

Despite these caveats, this guide is not without value. Its generalisations, though 

broad and sweeping, are nonetheless valid and some knowledge of the strengths and 

weaknesses of units is definitely to be preferred to no knowledge. It is to be hoped 

that the rulers of Geolos will find this Council primer a useful tool when conducting 

their future campaigns. The preamble done, we will now commence. 
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Asides 

 

 The term “Cavalry” in this guide refers to all units of cavalry speed or greater; 

i.e. traditional cavalry, cho-ja, darkhounds, and monsters such as algroths, 

grolm or hrulgin. 

 Javelins are missile weapons. Spears are not. 

 

 

General Military Concepts 

 

Numerical superiority 

 

A legion outnumbered by at least 2:1 will usually lose. There are, of course, 

exceptions – one thinks of the case of 5HK vs 10OS – but these are few and far 

between. In general, in such circumstances, it is better to avoid combat if at all 

possible. 

 

More interesting are situation in which one legion is 4 or 5 cohorts larger than the 

other (and thus still falls into the GEA category). In such a battle, for example 15 000 

against 19 000 men, the smaller legion might well prove triumphant, providing it was 

sufficiently superior (if similar legions were fighting), or of a type that was effective 

against the opponent (e.g. 14NW vs 20 EA; the NW are victorious). 

 

More expensive troops 

 

This, of course, is the opposite side of the coin to numerical superiority. The more 

expensive each cohort, the fewer you can have. Here it would be prudent to repeat the 

warning given before:  
 Within a race, more expensive troops may occasionally be less good, if they have been 

specialised to fulfil a role that that race is poor in (e.g. dwarf light infantry). 

 Some races are better than others in certain roles (e.g. elven archers are greatly superior to 

human archers) 

 Some races are better “value for money” than others (e.g. cho-ja) but have other drawbacks 

(e.g. less versatility). 

 The combat system is extremely complex: It is perfectly possible to have seven radically 

different legions, and yet have every legion be able to defeat three of the others but lose to 

another three.  
 

Various different strategies are available here: in general, spending slightly more 

money for better troops is usually worth it: 19ELAA will usually beat 16EA, despite 

the fact that both cost the same. Of course, this always presupposes that you can 

afford the higher price – budgeting may require you to use cheaper units than you 

would like. A legion that is too badly outnumbered, however, will usually lose. 

Therefore, “super units” such as HK or SM (or even DHI or EMW) should always be 

supported by a sufficient number of lesser troops. 

 

Other advantages to using fewer but better troops is that it allows you to create a 

better legion and still be within the maximum legion size for that race (and also helps 

for adhering to garrison restrictions); it lowers support costs, and it means your 

legions can be transported on ships more easily. 
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Sieges and city defence 

 

A poorly defended city will often fall doing almost no damage to the attacking legion. 

It would, however, be wrong to assume that defending a city by means of garrisons 

and improvements is pointless. Cost for cost, city improvements are far more effective 

than troops – the disadvantage being, of course, that city improvements cannot be 

moved, and are useless in counter-attacking. When fortifying cities, do not forget that 

increasing the garrison is one of the most important things to do: a garrison of 7 or 8 

cohorts stands a fair chance; one of 2 or 3 will almost certainly fall, no matter how 

good the fortifications. 

 

A good example is the following. 10HLI vs 10HLI are, of course, evenly matched. 

With 10HLI (in city with W) vs 10HLI, the HLI in the city will almost always win. 

However, if 10HLI (in city with W) (total cost, 630 crowns) vs 10HHI (total cost 

1150 crowns), the HLI will lose: one W is nowhere near enough to defend against 

such superior troops. Finally, 10HLI (in city with WWW, O, C) (total cost 860 

crowns) vs 10HHI is again a fair fight: the improvements, though less than the cost of 

the invading army, make a huge difference. 

 

In short, fortifying cities sufficiently can either make them mighty enough to defeat an 

attacking army, or at least to cause sufficient damage that the invaders are vulnerable 

to a counter-attack. Of course, an invading army can always attempt to bypass your 

well fortified cities to attack your weaker ones. 

 

Offensive versus defensive wars 

 

It is always far easier to fight a defensive war than to go on the attack. This is for two 

reasons. Firstly, in defence you may use your city defences to good effect; waiting for 

a legion to capture a city, and then counterattacking that same turn when it is weak 

can be a very effective strategy. Secondly, the attacker must besiege cities in order to 

conquer them. This pins his legion in one place for one (or more) turns, essentially 

turning it into a sitting duck. You know exactly where it is and can counterattack with 

whatever forces you like. On the other hand, in defence you can constantly keep your 

legions moving, meaning it can be very hard for them to be pinned down. 

 

The combat orders and withdrawing 

 

In general, the more aggressively you tell your troops to fight, the more damage you 

will cause your enemy and the more losses you will take yourself. In a long, drawn 

out war you may wish to try to preserve your troops; on the other hand, a particular 

objective (such as freeing a city from siege) may call for a more agressive stance. The 

order Do or Die is particularly risky, as if this order is given your troops will never 

withdraw, meaning you risk the loss of an entire legion. It should normally only be 

given in extreme circumstances, when you fear the fate of the nation may hang upon a 

conflict. 

 

Losing a battle, or even a city, is not necessarily a disaster. Cities can always be 

retaken, and a legion that withdraws with seven or eight cohorts intact, even if 

wounded, is one that can be retreated, reinforced and used again. Seven or eight 

cohorts is probably half a month’s income: this is a long game, and losing eight 
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cohorts in exchange the extra two they might have killed is usually not advantageous 

(an exception might be if it weakened the enemy sufficiently to make him vulnerable 

to attack by a second legion, and thus defended a vital mountain pass or trading city). 

 

Injuries 

 

Sending troops in to fight when injured below, say, 75 strength, is not usually 

advisable, unless they are still extremely likely to win the battle. Though healing takes 

time, it does not take money: injured troops will usually suffer much higher losses, 

and this is a great waste of troops. In fact, if you can engage an injured enemy legion 

this can be a great opportunity to do damage to your opponent’s forces. I would 

normally not consider the saving of a city to be worth the losses – an exception might 

be if it was a city which had several trade pacts going from it, or that occupied a vital 

strategic position. 

 

Terrain 

 

Mountain passes can be invaluable bottle necks. So can bridges. Although legions can 

freely cross rivers by fording them, an army fording against a legion defending the 

river will suffer penalties. Islands can be vulnerable to countries with large navies, 

and control of the sea can also allow you to strike where your enemy does not expect. 

Remember, nearly all terrain features can be bypassed in one way or another. 

 

Leadership and Morale 

 

Do not underestimate the power of a good commander. While leadership and morale 

are unlikely to allow you to prevail against odds of more than 2:1, in closely matched 

encounters they can be decisive. An experienced commander and good moral could 

easily make your forces 50% stronger than your opponent’s and such a difference can 

be devastating. 

 

In consequence, treasure your commanders. Even those with the highest ability will 

need experience and it takes many battles before they have enough experience to 

confer the highest bonuses. In consequence, use them in decisive battles, but in ones 

where you can win: do not throw them away by sending them to accompany soldiers 

on a suicide mission. Even more so, try not to allow them to be trapped in a city under 

siege: if the the city falls, the chance of death or capture is high. This is even more 

true of your ruler, should he be a military commander: with the bonus to morale he 

confers his value on the battlefield cannot be overrated. 

 

Regarding morale, there is little that you can do other than to be aware of it. Usually 

you fight when you must, regardless of the morale. However, be aware: when 

attacking an enemy capital, fighting on a different continent or, especially, using a 

race that dislikes you then you are likely to have worse morale than your opponent: 

accept it and make sure that your army is strong enough to cope with this penalty. 

 

 

Unit Classes 
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As stated above, these classes are very broad and generalised. There is a huge 

dissimilarity in troop types within a class. Furthermore, some units fall into more than 

one class (for example, EMJ). 

 

Combat within a class 

 

Nearly always, the heavier and stronger (more heavily armoured) units will beat the 

lighter kind. For example, HHI beats HLI; monster trainers (usually) beat nomads; 

HHAA beat OSh. 

 

Infantry 

 

There are many forms of infantry with a huge variety of strengths and with many 

different purposes. Infantry’s most fundamental characteristic is that it is slow. As 

such, it is extremely vulnerably to missile units. A legion composed solely of missile 

units will totally destroy one composed solely of infantry (unless the infantry legion is 

much larger).  

 

When fighting cavalry, unit for unit, infantry is usually inferior; however, cost for cost 

it is usually more effective (as money has not been spent on speed and mobility). 

Infantry with weapons such as spears or pikes is extremely effective against cavalry; 

however, such infantry is less effective against infantry armed with more conventional 

weaponry (e.g. swords, axes, etc.) 

 

Missile units 

 

Missile units (archers, crossbowmen, javeliners) fire long-range weapons, and thus 

can weaken an enemy legion before the main elements of each legion join battle. In 

hand to hand combat they are usually vastly inferior to all other units, though 

javeliners can make respectable hand to hand fighters as well (on a par with pikemen 

or spearmen – weaker than most infantry/cavalry).  

 

Missile units are particularly vulnerable to cavalry, as they will be able to fire few 

shots before the cavalry have joined battle with them hand to hand. A legion 

comprised solely of cavalry fighting one comprised solely of missile units will almost 

always win. Missile units are also the most effective troops to use against elephants, 

as they can attempt to shoot the elephants in the eye. 

 

Archers (using longbows) are usually most effective against agile, lightly armoured 

opponents; crossbowmen more effective against tougher enemies. Javelins are 

intermediate between longbows and crossbows, whereas horse-bows (used by NWH 

and OSH) are inferior to the other forms of missile units. 

 

Cavalry 

 

In general, cavalry is more powerful, man for man, than equivalent infantry or missile 

units; it is also considerably more expensive. Cavalry is particularly effective against 

missile units, and thus including some cavalry units in a legion is often a good idea. A 

legion comprised solely of cavalry will have a 50% higher movement rate than an 

infantry legion – this additional movement can be invaluable. Overall, cavalry are 
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some of your most powerful troops; there only major disadvantage is a vulnerability 

to things that specifically target cavalry, for example spearmen and caltrops. 

 

Races 

 

All the races have widely differing characteristics, in terms of unit type, versatility, 

cost and maximum number in a legion. Some races’ units are, in general, more 

expensive than those of others (for example, elves are more expensive than orcs): this 

is intentional, and troops from the more expensive race will be correspondingly better. 

In addition, some races (such as cho-ja) are better “value for money” than others; 

troops from such races will outperform equivalent troops from other races: however, 

there is usually a price to pay (such as lack of versatility, or restrictive legion 

requirements). 

 

Nomads 

 

The quintessential light cavalry, nomads are by far the swiftest units in the game, 

moving at 5/3 the speed of other cavalry (NS are even faster). This speed is reflected 

in their monthly movement allowance of 120, compared to 90 for regular cavalry, or 

60 for infantry.  

 

As such, they are the perfect foil for legions comprised mainly of missile units, such 

as elven legions, or some human legions. In hand to hand combat they are respectable, 

and will perform admirably against light infantry such as OS, HLI, HS, etc.; however, 

against heavy infantry or most other cavalry their agility and speed will not 

compensate for their lack of armour. Heavy cavalry, monster trainers or cho-ja will 

usually be their match. 

 

Nomads also have some reasonably formidable missile units at their disposal – though 

expensive, the javeliners and archers can be extremely useful, particularly when 

fighting infantry. These troops, as well as being able to fire at long range, also share 

the same advantages of speed as the rest of the nomad troops. 

 

Elves 

 

Though undeniably expensive, with the cheapest unit costing 80 crowns, elves are the 

most formidable missile troops in the game. The longbows of their archers can wreak 

havoc amongst infantry, and even cause significant injuries to legions of cavalry, 

before they can close. EW, EMJ and EMW are all armed with javelins, meaning that 

every unit in an elven legion can cause damage at long range, as well as the warriors 

and javeliners being able to fight respectably at close quarters. 

 

The possesion of two powerful mounted units enhances an elven legion’s ability to 

defeat enemy legions which include missile units of their own. However, lightly 

armoured and agile as they are, in hand to hand combat, even elven warriors will not 

perform particularly well against most other troops. At best, the warriors of the elves 

will fend off the enemy long enough for the archers to take their toll.  

 

Dwarfs 
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Slow, tough and powerful, all dwarven units are essentially heavy infantry. Even DLI 

are medium/heavy by the standards of other units, and all the other dwarven units fill 

essentially the same role – the only difference is in how well they are amoured. 

Dwarves are extremely tough and hardy and are some of the strongest units in the 

game. They can, however, be vulnerably to more agile opponents (such as cho-ja)  

and are also extremely vulnerable to missile units. The only dwarven unit that requires 

further explanation is the DLI; armed with morningstars instead of axes, these units 

are particularly effective against cavalry. 

 

Humans 

 

Physically the weakest and least spectacular of all the races, humans are inferior to 

almost any other race in any given role (for example, 10EA beat 10HA; 10DX beat 

10HX). This lack of specialisation, however, gives rise to humans’ major strength: 

their outstanding versatility. Of 70 available unit types, 21 are human – an astonishing 

30%! Furthermore, these unit types cover the entire spectrum of possibilities and 

costs, meaning that a human legion can contain combinations of unit types that simply 

cannot be created using any other race. Furthermore, it is possible to raise a legion 

from a human city that can act as a foil to any given legion of another race – the trick 

is in creating the right mix of troops! Another human strength is their discipline: 40 

cohorts of humans can be assembled in a single legion, compared to 30 for orcs or 25 

for dwarves and elves. 

 

Humans can generally be considered to be neither light nor heavy: HLI are more 

heavily armoured than those races which rely on agility (such as elves or nomads); 

however, HHI are less tough than dwarves or trolls. The missile units of the human 

legions are probably above average, whereas the infantry is worse – though the 

enormous range of infantry available more than makes up for this. Humans also 

possess a fine range of cavalry options, from HLC, the human answer to the nomads 

(though inferior to NW), through the variety of heavy cavalry and axe cavalry, and 

culminating in the knight. 

 

The knight is a human unit that deserves special mention. It is one of the three most 

powerful units in the game (along with the myrrdraal and the elephant), and its price 

reflects it. Fast and powerful, armed with broadsword, lance, shield and heavy 

armour, it is powerful, agile and manouverable. In the lance, it possesses a deadly 

“first attack” weapon, and its high degree of armour (including over the horse) means 

it cannot easily be harmed. Its only threat lies in caltrops, massed ranks of spearmen, 

or being heavily outnumbered. 

 

Shadowspawn 

 

The actual nature of the shadowspawn troops may require some initial explanation. 

Trollocs are hideous blends of man and beast, humanoid in shape, but approximately 

nine feet tall. They are semi-intelligent (i.e. they can talk), and are strong, tough and 

fast (they move with a speed intermediate between that of cavalry and infantry). 

Myrrdraal traditionally act as commanders of the trolloc legions: they are six feet tall 

and vaguely human in appearance, though they have no eyes. They are phemonally 

fast, agile, and powerful, able to wield their poisonous broadswords as if they were a 

sabre; in addition, their eyeless gaze causes fear, reducing their opponent’s ability to 
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dodge. Darkhounds are huge, wolf-size dogs, with unnaturally tough hides and 

poisonous bites. (For more information, please see “The Wheel of Time” series by 

Robert Jordan.) 

 

As can be gathered from the above description, shadowspawn make extremely 

effective troops: they are also expensive, but they should definitely be considered 

value for money. The fact that their speed is intermediate between infantry and 

cavalry makes them effective against missile units, without giving them any penalties 

to fighting spearmen or pikemen. For their price, they are tougher, more accurate and 

more powerful than most other infantry units: even unarmoured trollocs are as tough 

as HHI. Trollocs typically use broadswords (ST), though are also adept with spears 

and axes. Though they have been known to use crossbows, they are not particularly 

proficient with this weapon. 

 

Darkhounds move at the speed of regular cavalry, and are excellent at dealing with 

missile units, being powerful and tough. Their poisonous bite also means that damage 

is automatically inflicted on their opponent with each attack. 

 

The myrrdraal is, along with the knight and the elephant, one of the three most 

powerful units in the game; it is also the most expensive, at 170 crowns. Slightly less 

tough than the knight, it is more agile, almost as fast, and has a more accurate attack 

(one could summarise it by saying the myrrdraal is more effective against agile 

enemies, whereas the knight is more effective against tough enemies). The myrrdraal, 

like the darkhound, does poison damage with each attack. 

 

The only drawback to shadowspawn is their extremely constraining legion 

restrictions. Firstly, the maximum legion size is only 20 cohorts, considerably less 

than most of the other major races. Secondly, the fact that only a maximum of 1/6 of 

the troops can be SM, and that there must be twice as many trollocs as darkhounds 

prevents these excellent troops being used to maximum effectiveness.  

 

Trolls 

 

Large, tough, slow and stupid, trolls are not the best race of troops in the world. With 

a maximum legion size of only 10 cohorts, they can be easily outnumbered by more 

intelligent foes, and thus quickly defeated. In addition, they do not exactly have great 

versatility: the troll can cope with only one weapon, the club, and all troll soldiers are 

effectively exactly the same. 

 

Having said this, trolls do have their uses. They are extremely tough and powerful and 

can smash enemy infantry or light cavalry (such as HW or NW). If all you want is 

tough heavy infantry, and you do not need a huge number of them, it would be hard to 

find a better race than the trolls. 

 

Orcs 

 

Orcs are a cheap race, but given that one can assemble up to 30 cohorts of them in a 

legion, this is not necessarily a disadvantage. Though not possessing any particularly 

powerful units, the uruks are reasonably competent medium infantry (like humans, 
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neither heavy nor light), and possess swordsmen, axemen and spearmen – the three 

basic infantry types.  

 

The snagas are the cheapest unit in the game, and can be extremely useful in swarm 

attacks. OSB are particularly useful as spearmen, because the physical weakness 

matters little if your enemy is that the other end of a long spear. Their bowmen are the 

poorest missile units in the game, but can still do some damage against a poorly 

armoured enemy. 

 

In short, though orcs are cheap, they are the perfect race if you prefer quantity to 

quality. A large orcish legion is not to be lightly regarded; in addition, orcs allow you 

to cheaply raise troops if you are short of money, but require some units in an area: 

for example, to strengthen a garrison or to delay an advancing enemy legion. 

 

Monster trainers 

 

Algroths are a peculiar cross between an ape, a goat and a lizard, with poisonous 

claws. They are slightly larger than man-size. Hrulgin closely resemble horses, but are 

carnivorous, with sharp teeth and claws. (For more details, please see “The Belgariad” 

by David Eddings). Grolm are large, green, bear-sized creatures, with tough leathery 

skin that move by bounding (like a frog or kangaroo). They have three eyes. 

Elephants should not need a description. 

 

Monster trainers can, in many ways, treated as medium cavalry: all the monsters 

move with cavalry speed, and thus have the same strengths and weaknesses as other 

cavalry. For their cost, monsters are good value for money: they will outperform most 

other cavalry, though lack, for example, any cavalry missile units along the lines of 

EMJ or NWH. The monsters have a high attack value and low defence values, 

meaning that they will frequently take heavy injuries, even when they win. 

 

The major disadvantage of monster trainers is that at least 1/6 of the legion must be 

trainers. Trainers are poor fighters and are also fairly vulnerable. If, after a battle, 

there less trainers than 1/6 of the legion, the legion will not be able to move (as the 

monsters can’t be controlled) until this situation is rectified. 

 

One unit, the elephant, deserves a special description. The elephant, along with the 

knight and the myrrdraal, is one of the three most powerful units in the game. 

Extremely strong, powerful and large, a cohort of elephant cavalry is devastating 

against the majority of enemies (It should be noted that, though a cohort represents 

1000 men, 1MTE does not contain 1000 elephants. It contains a couple of dozen 

elephants, and 1000 men trained to fight with them (i.e. riding them and supporting 

them on the ground). A cohort or two of elephants can add a great degree of power to 

a monster trainer legion, which could otherwise be vulnerable to heavy infantry or 

cavalry. Also, a legion comprised solely of trainers and elephant cavalry can be 

formidable indeed: 1MTT, 5MTE is a match of 10DHI. The only weakness of 

elephants is a vulnerability to missile units, which can occasionally shoot them 

through the eye, their only weak point. 

 

Cho-ja 
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Cho-ja are large intelligent insectoids, of a size in between that of a sheep and a cow, 

though of totally different build. (For more information, please see the Empire series 

by Raymond E. Feist). They move at cavalry speed, are moderately tough, extremely 

agile, and very accurate in attack. Though good value for money, cho-ja’s weakness is 

a lack of versatility – every cohort of cho-ja is the same, meaning they cannot be 

adapted for use against many different legions. 

 

Rivermen 

 

Rivermen present an unusual dichotonomy: on land, they are extremely inferior troops 

which can be defeated by almost any other legion; however, when fighting in a river 

they are, man for man, superior to the majority of other units in the game. As such, 

they can be both a blessing and a liability. 

 

Rivermen have reasonable warriors, and also fairly good missile troops (RMJW and 

RMEW are both armed with javelins). The legion restriction that at least 1/3 of the 

legion be rowers is not too much of a liability, as the rowers are also quite good 

fighters. 

 

Due to their weakness on land, rivermen are all but useless in attacking enemy cities 

or coming to the relief of your own cities (with the exception of rivermen ones). They 

are primarily useful as a line of defence, to prevent an enemy crossing a river or, in an 

offensive situation, by sailing down a river into the heart of enemy territory, and thus 

interdicting an enemy’s movement through their own territory. They possess a 

movement rate of 90 on rivers, though only 60 (like other infantry) on land. 

 

The best way to counter river men is either by swarm attacks; by pinning down a 

legion by a feint (i.e., attack the legion with a small legion on cautious, whilst 

meanwhile your main legion is crossing elsewhere), or by simply bypassing the rivers. 


